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Stop by the old farmhouse before you leave on the treasure hunt. You will see a small shed there beside the barn. The door is usually unlocked and the old farmer will give you a tour through the farm to give you a feel for the area. This is essential because you will not feel or see a lot of the treasure that may be buried by the Japanese Americans before the war. The decoder
book guides treasure hunters through the code books and teaches you how to decipher the coded symbols in the books and in the buried treasure sites. This decoder book will show you how to write down the coded symbols and then how to compare your find to other decoded symbols recovered from different areas in the Philippines. Hans-Christian Grahn, in his book

Historical Dictionary of Ancient Man, notes that the fictions of Marcoss cryptographers and researchers have continued to sell papers and other literature, including the treasure myth. He quotes from Alexander Stuart Balmain, "A story had been generated by clandestine Japanese operatives as to the existence of the vast amounts of Japanese treasure supposedly found in
the Philippines and Indonesia. The fictions continue to be sold as fact." He quotes from Alexander Stuart Balmain, "A story had been generated by clandestine Japanese operatives as to the existence of the vast amounts of Japanese treasure supposedly found in the Philippines and Indonesia. The fictions continue to be sold as fact." In an interview in 1999, Senator Loren

Legarda (1978-1998) wrote: The first Philippine Senator, Manuel Roxas, did not do anything after he received the American offer to deliver Philippine gold to President Roosevelt. He did nothing about the plan of delivering Philippine gold, because he trusted that Roosevelt would not deliver the gold. Most of the gold that the Americans promised to deliver never arrived. He
was later appointed as Secretary General of the United Nations, so he couldn’t help the other countries with the gold treasure, either. So he kept quiet.
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the key to locating where the treasure is buried and the many examples of treasure maps have their roots in the book,
hints for treasure hunters by marion howard, which i refer to as howard on treasure hunting. i have directly modified his
ideas and interpretations of symbols and their meanings to suit the philippines, the islands where the buried treasure is

located. 16 this book contains the decoding of the many treasure symbols of the various japanese soldiers and mapmakers
of the second world war, and the placing of them where they were buried. other sources used for the decoding of the

treasure maps include, 17 ' 16 ', 17 ' 17 ' and 18 my most current publication, encarta® philippines. before i discuss the
actual treasure symbols and the symbols i have developed for the book, i would like to explain what i consider important in
the subject of treasure hunting. i understand that it sounds impossible, but i can assure you it is not difficult to understand
the symbol but it is difficult to understand the treasure, its location, and when to dig for it. a symbol of a treasure buried

millions of years ago cannot be understood and decoded until we know exactly where to dig. a treasure buried by japanese
soldiers cannot be decoded until we know where they were based, where they were stationed, and when they dug the
treasure. i have learned the art of treasure hunting from the beginning, and today it is a very fascinating, exciting, and
challenging hobby which fascinates even the most skeptical and most experienced treasure hunters. as i have already

mentioned, the purpose of this book is to help all treasure hunters. 5ec8ef588b
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